How are my courses changing? That is a great question. They are changing quite a bit. I was actually taking two online courses at the start of this semester. So, overall, those courses and the content are going to remain relatively the same. However, my professors has been very flexible with upcoming due dates at this time given all of the drastic changes that are occurring.

But the other three of my courses were delivered in the classroom. And so, those are the courses that are going to change the most. So far the biggest change has been just the drastic amount of emails coming in from all of my professors, and that's the way we've been communicating thus far.

A lot of my professors have expressed planning to use the discussion board feature within Blackboard to kind of simulate that discussion environment in class between peers. And then, a few of my professors have also said that they're most likely going to use Zoom to kind of emulate that lecture content that we received in person, that we're no longer going to have. So, I understand why my professors have chosen to use these specific resources and not really any others, just because of the fact that my classes were so discussion based and lecture heavy. And I actually have a lot of final projects instead of a lot of final exams to prepare for. However, I would be surprised if the majority of the professors don't start to use some of the online resources that have now become available to us completely free of charge. I think it's the professors that can really be showing the students what type of online resources are available right now. And beginning to use them from the get-go, so that we can start to learn at a similar pace to what we were prior to, you know, COVID-19.